CHOOSE YOUR SEMINAR – CROBRAN SEMINARS
Crobran Croatian Warrior Arts World Wide seminars as follows:
1. Women Self Defense
Women Self Defense Seminar is specially developed to address the needs of today’s modern
women, girls and ladies. Just for ladies we developed series of special techniques, tactics and
Mental Power Management System that they can safely use against any type of attack and
violence. Special anti-rape techniques, special anti-mugging techniques, unique counter
attacks and attack techniques, unique small weapons and improvised weapons techniques,
special tactics and unique ways of spotting and avoiding danger situations. Special ways of
striking, enhancing striking power and street fighting techniques important for survival
against stronger attackers. In dependence of group organizing seminar we can adapt seminar
themes and tailor everything according your specific needs if the situation requires so.
2. Children Self Defense
Our children, your children are the most special precious treasure of our lives and it is our
sacred duty to protect them in all level of their existence. One of the many ways to protect
your children’s is to teach them Crobran Self Defense. Uniquely tailored by the needs of the
modern child, Crobran Children Self Defense is of utmost importance for your child. In this
seminar your child will learn how to efficiently recognize treats, danger, individuals and
groups who want them harm, they will learn how to deal with bullying, how to deal with
children violence and how to not become bully’s themselves. They will learn that no one can
do them harm in any way, they will learn to recognize and deal with subtitle horrible ways of
taking advantage, control and installing fear upon them for them to become victim of various
kind of predators. Off course, they will learn most efficient ways of defense and escape in
various danger situations, but more important they will gain situational awareness, skills,
techniques, tactics, self-confidence, self-discipline and self-control.
3. Modern Self Defense Basic
Complete system of Modern Crobran Self Defense of course must start with basics. But be
advised, this basic are very powerful tool for defending your lives, lives of layout loved ones
and your property. This seminar encompasses all that is needed to start with school of
Crobran Self Defense in very efficient manner. Special warm up system, techniques against
all attacks, tactics, preparation, conditioning, knife and stick fighting, and more.
4. Modern Self Defense Advanced
Advanced seminar include more advanced techniques, tactics and systems of defense,
training, warm up, drills, teaching systems, and more, that will enable you to become
proficient fighter, warrior and maybe future instructor of Modern Crobran.
5. Modern Self Defense Instructor
This seminar teaches all that is needed to become an Instructor of Moden Crobran Self
Defense. Of course in order to do that any willing individual has to have passed Basic and
Advanced Seminars. Instructor Level of Crobran is starting with 9th grade and there are 6

more instructor levels in total from 9th to 15t. Every one of these levels includes lots of new
knowledge of Modern Crobran including knife throwing, bow and arrow, crossbow, hand
gun, rifles-semi and auto, bodyguard techniques and tactics, anti-terrorism and more.
6. Police Self Defense – Security Officer Self Defense
In order to be a successful and Law Abiding Police Officer, Security Officer, Security Guard
you must know how to defend yourself at the streets and how to apprehend suspects with least
damage possible toward those suspects and off course to tune up your defense skills against
all kind of attacks and sneaky street tactics and techniques. Crobran Founder with 25 years of
total experience of field work and 17 years of police work has much to offer in this field. This
seminar covers, self-defense from punches, kicks, holds, grabs, knives, club, stick, bottles,
attacks, grappling, ground fighting, special wrestling throwing techniques, apprehend and
escort techniques, police baton, tonfa and cuffing techniques, team apprehending techniques,
side arm retention techniques, against gun and rifle threats techniques that work, and by your
country laws specially tailored techniques.
7. Crobran Stick Fighting
Crobran special unique and very simple and easy to learn stick fighting system that can
enhance your knowledge of self-defense using sticks of different kinds and sizes as efficient
self-defense weapons. It includes techniques with normal wooden-rattan sticks, metal sticks,
pipes, baseball bats, long sticks, walking sticks and very short sticks. Techniques are simple,
fast and brutally efficient. No connections to Filipino or similar systems. Crobran stick
fighting is direct, fast and brutal with only one aim: Fast destruction of the attacker.
8. Crobran Knife Fighting
This seminar covers knife fighting in one very unique way that allows everyone to become
very skillful in knife fighting, and self-defense using any kind of blade without preferences. It
covers fixed blade, folders, small knives, big knives, middle knives, machetes and various
ways of using those knives to fight and defend your or other lives.
9. Crobran Gun/Rife Self Defense Shooting
This is not military, police style of using weapons. This is a special system of weapons
handling and usage for non-military-police personal, for civilians who have the need to own
and have firearms as a means of self-defense. This seminar covers unique Crobran Self
Defense Shooting from handguns and rifles and basic, intermediate and advanced methods,
scenario based trainings and drills, live fire drills and assignments, self-defense techniques
and tactics with fire arms including fighting with handguns and rifles as a cold arms. It is selfdefense shooting inside out.
10. Crobran Special Conditioning
Special Conditioning includes very special unique combinations of strength, endurance,
flexibility, explosive power and fighting exercises. It also includes a Special Biotical Training
very rare and unique system of secret Special Forces units across the world. Programs are
simple, effective and useful. It also includes Special Drill Training that will at the same time
enhance your overall conditioning and fighting skills. This seminar will teach you how to

combine Martial Arts techniques and conditioning in the same training, how to practice speed,
power, endurance of your Martial Arts techniques and in the same time general conditioning.
Incredibly powerful system of conditioning which get results in very, very short time.
11. Military Offense/Defense System
Special seminar that offers wide range of offensive military style techniques that will end any
fight very fast. This seminar covers lethal techniques, fighting under fire, wounded warrior
fighting, fighting with every bit of military equipment and more. This is all about surviving
the battlefield and come home happy and smiling.
12. Combination Seminars
It is possible to combine any of these seminars according your needs and wishes.
13. Crobran Special Anti Terrorism Seminar for Civilians
Very special seminar on very special techniques and tactics that you need in order to survive
under terrorist attacks as an unarmed civilian. How to recognize dangerous situations,
dangerous persons, dangerous positioning of terrorists, dangerous probing, rehearsal, how to
spot suspicious behaviors, how to fight with lethal force, when to fight, when not to fight,
how to take care of injuries fast – your own and others–with no equipment, how to cooperate
with police if captured, how to remember things about terrorists and more.
14. Total Combat Seminar
This seminar combines a bit of every other seminar in it and it covers almost every
imaginable situation and scenario in self defense/offense situations.
15. Your specific needs seminar
We can offer you also seminar tailored exactly according your needs, no more, no less, to
avoid any time losses and to pinpoint the solution to your needs. And what you need you can
get; you just have to contact us. We are confident that we can fulfill this 100%.
16. Special civilian Bodyguard seminar
This is a seminar on how every person --not necessary professional bodyguard can save other
people lives in case of violent attack. Attack avoidance, attack awareness, special CB (civilian
bodyguard saving techniques)--save your buddy/buddies techniques. These techniques are
very effective in saving other persons during actual attack without any weapons and with
various improvised weapons and with real weapons to.
17. Crobran Anti Terrorists Seminar
Special techniques and tactics how to efficiently fight back to terrorist. Fast, brutal no mercy
fighting. Special ways of fighting when you are unarmed, knife armed, gun and rifle armed.
25 years of field experience and Special Operations experience of the founder of Crobran
Warrior Arts granite your success in using these techniques. First and foremost advice to all
of you regarding antiterrorism is – train yourself and arm yourself!

If you are interested in seminars you can contact us via our facebook pages or directly
from our contact page. Looking forward to hear from you.
Seminars prices and conditions are subjected to the mutual negotiations and agreement.

